Surgery kits and supplies delivered to Mechnikov Hospital in Dnipro
[click under photo below for video]
UCCA purchases monitor for special operations
Humanitarian Aid is sorted and packed in Kyiv by UCCA volunteers
Medicines, heated & winter clothing, hygiene products and diapers arrive in Mykolaiv [click on video to the right]
UCCA
Kyiv Bureau volunteers

Purchase two vehicles in Poland & drive them into Ukraine to donate them to the men and women on the frontlines.
Skydio Drone... a new lease on life & fight...

UCCA originally donated the Skydio drone back in April 2022 to a territorial defense unit (top picture). The soldier who operated the drone recently returned from the frontlines and was assigned to a new position. As a result, he returned the drone and UCCA’s Country coordinator, Roman, was able to donate the used drone to the National Guard.

The General of all the Border Guards accepted the drone (bottom picture) from Roman.

Soldier safely returns, drone gets a new life!
For Service and Achievement
III Degree

Honored to receive this award from the Commander of the Joint Forces the Armed Forces of Ukraine, Serhiy Nayev, on behalf of the work that the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America is doing to support Ukraine’s freedom fighters who are defending democracy against tyranny.

Слава Україні!
#SupportUkraine
Humanitarian Effort

It has been over a year since the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), has been providing direct relief to Ukraine caused by Russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.

In addressing the humanitarian challenges and assisting our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, UCCA hopes it can count on your continued support!

#Together Ukraine will WIN!
#UnitedWithUkraine